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Massive crowd
flocks to hear
ERA debate

by Carol Podraza
There was standing room
only in t he Alumni hall on Oct.
9, after an interested crowd
settled down and attended to

Phyllis Schlafly

an on campu s-, Commuter
Center Activity Board's spon·
sored debate between Phyllis
Schlafly, a political activist,
author, opposed to the passage
of the Equal Rights Amendment and Midge Miller, a
congresswoman (R . W isconsin), proponent of t he issue. A
minor bomb threat, which was
revealed later as a box of
crushed glass , did not deter
the relatively orderly crowd
from hearing the issues set
forth.
Phyllis Schafly argued her
case from the position of
suppositions, giving hypot hetical conjec t ures as to the
outcome of an equal rights
amendment based on age or
income to emphasize the point
that " discriminations are made

Sales tax added to
food purchases
by f>iana Saunders
State Law.
To help out students who do
On November 15, the Cafetenot have and ID the Commuria, Super Sandwich shop, and
ter Center will be taking ID
the Golden Eagle Room are
pictures in Village Square
going to be charging a 5%
starting on this Friday till
sales tax on everything sold.
next Friday from 11 , a.m. to
Students, staff, and faculty
1:30 p .m. and on Tuesday,
wit.h an ID card will be exempt
Wednesday , and Thursday
from the tax, providing t hey
from 5 to 7 p.m.
show t heir ID.
This means that whenever
Anyone not pres~nting and
a person goes into one of the~e
places, when paying they - ID card will be taxed. There
MUST show their ID. This is
will be no exceptions to this
not something dreamed up by
rule.
the administration to hassle
Yes, Ron, that means you
students , but required by
too!!!!

in society " consciously, to
allow for certain factual discrepancies which m us t be taken into considera"tion when
consid ering ' laws gover ning
rights limitations and t reatJust a few of the hundreds who came to see Tuesday's debate in
ment of society.
Alumni Hall. [Photos by Diana Saunders and Cindy Hagerty)
She stated t he differe~ces in
reverberations of ERA laws need for wom en to seek
sexes, p regnancy and less
_passed
in various states; like, employment .
physical st rengt h of women
declaring
girl scouts, fra terniwhich differences may preclude
[Cont'd on _page 2]
ties, and cert11in sports exempt
the feasibility of women in
certain job situations requiring • from integratoin.
She brought fort h t he issue
strength.
of
the draft, and the implicaIn her view, women a re .
tion of mandatory selection of
legally considered "people."
women for
· ita y active
Presently, he are " 110 se
duty,
should
a
-future draft
ism in tax laws," "employexist. She emphasized the
ment laws are already sexsi t u a tion of m arried houseneutral" and other rights are
wives,
and their poten t ial
covered by the E qual ·Opporunemployability
due to lack of
tunity Act of 1972. She 'claims
s kill s and an overloa d of
that ~ RA will do nothing for
women into the labor force as a
t he status of women . She
possible
result of E RA; reindicated how on a federal
sponsibility
of child support
level, specific exemptions to
may be equally d istribu ted
the HEW proposed Title IX,
among the sexes, illiciting the
M~dge Miller
had · t o be m a de due t o

.l

Proposed policies may
toughen graduation
.
requ1remen ts
'

by Robert J Kosinski

The University Educational
Policies Commit tee has developed several recommendations
to revise the existing grading
policies at Northeastern.

Three removed from FA
Search and Screen
,

by Robert J. Kosinski
A motion ~rought before the
Student Senate, which earlier
placed three students as
representatives on ·the Search
and Screen Committee to
select a Director of Financial
Aid, failed when reconsidered
by the Sentate at its meeting
of November 7.
..,.
The senate voted to reconsider the motion when it was

felt that the students were not
given proper consideration by
other members of the committee.
Jacobo Szapiro, who resigned from the committee a
month ago, in protest, urged
the Senate to remove student
participation because he said
he was denied his parliamentary authority when he acted
as the committee chairman.

Szapiro said that he was not
allowed to call meetings without prior consent of the rest of
the committee, he was not
allowed to use the services of
the committee's secretary, and
he was chastised for seeking
out available resources when
attempting to carry ·o ut the
committee's business.
Szapiro maintained that
[Cont'd o~ page 5)

-

The intent of the proposals
is to reduce t he incidence of ·
" grade inflation ' '. which is
t hought to be detrimental to
UNI students.
The recommen d a tions in clude:
1) a change from the curren t
five-point grading system to a
•four-point scale (A-4; B-3; C-2 ;
-D-1 ; and F-0).
2) no more -possiblity of a
retroactive grade change as
indicated on the report, except
in the case of a clerical error or
as a· result of a successful
grade redress appeal. Latitude
of more than one trimester in
the case of an Incomplete will
no longer be allowed.
3) a student who has
received more than eight
non-evaluative entries on his
record within three consecutive
enrolled trimesters , will be
inelligible to participate in
advanced registration, independent or tutored study, or

the Pass/ Fail Option. (Nonevaluative ent ries include Incompletes and Wit hdrawals.)
and 4) gra d uate studen ts
enrolled in 300 level courses,
applicable to their program, will
be required to complete additional assignments expected of
~ Master's degree student, and
his work must be graded by
higher standards than his
undergraduate classmates.
The proposals have now
been under the scrutiny of the
Educational Policies Committees of each College from
which they will be turned over
to the Faculty Senate for
possible approval.
Provost John Cownie will
then study the issue and send
his recommendation to University President Ron Williams.
The Chicago Daily News
quoted Williams earlier in the .
week as outlining attempts to
"stiffen" graduation requirements.
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NOVEMBER 7-11
UNDERGRADUATES IN GOOD STANDING ONLY
REGISTRATION CENTER
WHO: The pass/fail credit option is open to undergraduate
. students in good standing only. It does not apply to students on
academic probation or graduate students either classified or
at-large.

letters

'l
sezist?

think she couldn't be attract
ive to a man except by playing
· dumb, and insulting to the
man to think he would only be
interested if he were able to
feel superior. One of the things
the women's movement is
trying to do is to free women
and men to act like themselves, not the way other
people think they ought to act
because of their sex. Do you
, think you. could_g~t ''.Dearcira"
to get with it and stop giving
such sexist advice?
'Sincerely,
". . ' . . . , JBlanche Hersh

Dear Editor,
I had to write to comment
on your "Dear Deardra"
column. Last week, Deardra
responded to a woman who
was interesting in attracting
the attention of a fellow
student by telling her to ask
him about an assignment :
'. 'Act like you don 't under;
stand and let nature take its
course." I had hoped that
women weren't playing those
·ciemeaning games anymo-re
~ _:: - insulting to herself ) o

Women's Studies Program

gratitude
Students for Israel would
like to thank the Security
Department of U.N.I. for their
assistance. on November 1
when Mr. Nahum Shamir,
Consul-General of Israel, spoke
on campus. ·
Sincerely,
Moshe Rotstein
President
•Students-for Israel
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WHAT: An op~rtunity to complete courses outside your
major area without grading penalty; i.e., an elective course of
, your interest, or general Basic Program courses outside your
majgr area. A grade of "D" or better shall constitute "Pass" "S"
for the course. These grades will not be applicable to your grade
point average. Honors or High Honors will not be notated during
a term of pass/fail courses.
WHERE: The appropriate forms must be completed in the
Registration Center Annex, during the approved time.
(November 7-11) · .
WHEN: P_a ss/Fail credit option will November 7-11, 1977.
Monday - Thursday, 8:30 - 5:30, Friday, 8:30 - 5:00.
HOW: Complete the official forms in the Registration Center.
Currently, only the student, the Registration Center, and Records
.Office will ·know of the student's choice. A maximum of 6 hours
may be · taken in •any one trimester, and a maximum of 27
pass/ fail hours can · be acquired and be applicable towards
,graduation. -

Coordinator:

~

'I -

3~

Additional information on Pass/Fail is available at the
Registration Center Annex, Monday-Thursday, 8: 30-5: 30,
Friday, 8:30-5:00.

, .-

{ eo-n t'd froin "page I)
· · _Mi~ge Miller refuted➔ i}r
: opponent by posing the qu~stion as to the validity of sex as
an appropriate reason for
discrimination. Age and income are irrelevant. She
observed that ERA would
affect men as much as women;
it would equalize the rig rights
of marriage in regards to child
support. She made aware the
fact that Section 3 of ERA
would allow the states two full
years after its adoption to
adapt their laws to . the
constitution. This could mean
that · ultimately the, states
would interpret the . lli"w s
·realistically, while comp~ying
with the basic premise iristir_ing' non-discrimination on the
basis of sex. A consequence of
ERA would be that t,he
"homemaker's contribution
would have economic value."
Alimony - or child support
awards would be based on
economic and personal considerations and not on sex. She
indicated that 'ERA would
facilitate the already acquired
·power to draft women and
only qualified people would
·be required to serve in active
-military duty.
·: • ·M'."
~" 1n spite of t he facts that" sn~
·made unsuported implica_.~ qn~ ,::
that Far Right groups -..t'sup' ·
·ported the opposition against :
ERA and derogatory personal remarks about her opponent,
she emphasized the fact that, ,

"aiscrunination against'-' wom'J n
'for' choice jobs, for equal ·p ay,
for the right to stand on their.
own two · feet does exist. A
well organized, financed majority is working to obtain the
3/4 majority of state needed
for ERA passage.
A question and answer
·,· ·

period, debate and hordes of
literature passed out to . the
crowd before and afterwards,
hopefully enlightened many to
the issues at hand. Women's
Services and Women's Study
Board sponsored a seminar
afterwards with _Midger Miller
as their guest speaker.
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A $3.00 discount to all UNI students with
the presentation of this coupon.
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FREE -

2 Pitchers of Beer with the
purchase of a L•rge Pizza.

so~ OFF -

;

-

Any Luncheon Order.

L--••---------------------••
SUNDAYMovloNlte,1 0:30p.m.

TUES. & THURS; _:_

LAi,os Nile. All
t.nescorted ladles pay 5~ for a drink.
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3336 West Bryn Mawr - 478-9440
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FREE
DELIVERY
11
am-2
pm
1
I
I Delicious
Subma.r!ne Sandwiches /;
----Homemade Chill - lce _Cream
I · f.,..f I .f( ·f • J ·1 f ◄ > ,
I
Homemade Soups
I
L:..L:..~L(t.:..LL
I
THIS
WEEK
ONLY
-:-.
I (Lentil, Chicken Noodle , Potato, I
· .,
FREE
YOUGART
CONE
Tomato , Mushroom Noodle)
I
.I
I
ANY
] '
I ALSO ... Vegetarian's Delights . • WIT!i.,PURCHASE,OF
SANDWICH, RASBERRY/
• ·' ,
• -

• • .

.

•

I

Moe, Larry, Cheese (4 cheeses melted)

I

MMMMMMMMMMMMMGood!

I
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I . STRAWBERRY, LEMON
1.
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P~INT, ,the officially ~ecognized · student newspaper
s~rvmg Northeastern Illinots University, 5500 N. St. Louis
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625, i~ published each Frlday during
th~ regular academic year. Material published herein is not
to be confused with views .expressed by (he university
administration. •
·
The editors have sole authority governing all material
submitted and· reserve the right to edit copy . . Editing
implies that editors need not accept all submitted material.
Good journalistic standards will be maintain~d.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon,
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed.
Late copy or material th1t does not conform to the
standards set forth under Print publication policy will be
handled accordingly by the e,itors. The editors will publish,
at their discretion, any lette.rs to the editor,
announcements, articles, p?otos, . advertising, or other
submitted material.
I
R~aders are encouraged ~ submit letters to the editor.
U~s1gned ·letters ~ill not_ be j~ublished, but names will be
withheld and remam _conf1de1't1al upon request.' Obscenities
are discouraged. .
The Office of Print is ope .daily and is located in room
E -049, north of the cafeter a. ,Our. telep}?,~ne number is
583-4050, extensions 508 a d 509. After 9:00 PM or
after the switchboard is clos , call ~irect 583-4065.
·

t'

EditQr-in--Chi;f .. :........ ..... ................. .. ...... Robert J . Kosinski ·
Associate Editor ...................................... Diana L. Saunders
·Business Manager ................. J... .............. Mitchell S. Braun
Sports Editor.. ....................... J.. .......................... John Stepal ·
Photo Editor .......................... j.......................Cindy Hagert3v _

------1 :_

New Hours: 9:30 am to 7:30 ,pm

penny wise&:po~nd Coolish
J
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COUPON

1 P,tcher of Boer with the pun:hase
of a Medium Pizza.

~

,.;. t .

,---------------------------,
F~EE -
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., .. ,.--; ·;.' 6:1.5.2-,N-::Lineoln,,G_-all: :16~-60~0, .• ;
Valid
1,mtil
the
end of ,._,the
winter trimester •
•.
.,
•
- ,-,, , .- I
.~•

, OPEN .AT ·,, ·~
11 AM DAIL¥
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.
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·-- .... ,- ----

STAFF: Larry Brittan, Jerome V. Brown, Kathy Brozek,
Duane Cerny, Tom Gl'oss'm ayer, Sue Lamb, Ross
Helfand, Rich Michal, Carol Podraza, Dan Pearson
Siddy Ziegler.
'
~IIOTOGRAPHERS: Rena Fellner, James Gross, Ann
F. Holda, Dolora Jung, Bi~ Sllllford.

:-~n. Nov.
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commentary

A tough act
to follow .
'

. "I disapprove of what you programs. It was thIS informasay, but defend to the death
ion which was probabl
your right to say it."
supposed to evoke somy
- Voltaire
response of alarm from mt
by Robert-J . Kosinski
but at the time, I must co~fe5t>
It seems like · only a fe
my ignorance at not knowing
months ago, as it probab
who Phyllis Schaffly was, o4
was, when the Director
that a debate on the issue o
Student Activities informe
the Equal Rights Ammendme that the Commuter Center ment would · cause such a s tir
Activities Board invited Phy
among a student body which I
lis Schaffly as a featureo--ii~~~fte~nJgi~·~v~e:n~ u~p~f~o~r.!d~e~
speaker of one of their
On Tues ay,

Phyllis Schlaffly debated Wisconsin Representative Midge '
Miller on the issue ·of the
Equal Rights Ammendment.
Hundreds of persons gathered
ERA supporters protest Tuesday's appearance of Schaffty. ,
to hear them speak, but I
[Photo by Diana Saunders]
hazard to guess that' a very ·
.
.
few of them act1Jally listened.
eloquently and deviated from
tha_t a bomb was set to explode
The event was scheduled to
the real issues only a few times
near.
the
stage
at
about
1:30.
take place in the .auditorium at
when they saw the opportunity
Schlaffly waited patiently in
~bout 1 pm that afternoon.
· the Office of Health Services
to pick up a few stray cheers.
Someone called the President's
while 'Student Affairs Vice
. The point is that the long
Office at about 12:30 to say
President Daniel Kielsori urged · expected trouble because of
those already seated in the
the debate, less the bomb
threat, did not materialize. A
auditorium to leave the area
and assist the Commute~
pl~nned walkout by several
persons opposed to Schlaffly
Center personnel with setting
either fell through or went
up Alumni Hall so that the
virtually unnoticed. People
program could begin . The
who were overheard saying
operation was begun and
that they wanted to sit close to
completed with amazing speed
the stage so they could throw
and the audience obediently
things , did not . And the
• followed every direction or plea
persons who did wave signs
coming out to them from the
back, Burton replied, "It feels
around and yell obscenities
coordinators on the impromptu
like coming home. Almost like
looked extremely foolish doing
stage so the event could finally
I never left. " He plans on
so.
take place.
making t.his his career. ·
As I said earlier, hundreds
· The rules were' that Schlaffly
of people heard the debate, but
and Miller would ;each speak
I also asked , .two other for· one half hour and a third • I seriously doubt if anything
people associated with Secur- half hoµr would be re~erved for
said could have changed the
strong emotions which were ·at
-ity on how they felt wo~k.i.ng a question and answer session·.
with him. One, Ro_xane Baird;' The crowd listened intently to
work in Alumni Hall. Nonethewho had had •lie privilege to .. each of them, and virtually· less, the event proved to be a
work with him before ·he left; without incident. Miller spoke: learned experience that will
replied, "I think it's great! last as part of the pre-debate
not be easy to forget.
He's one of the best full-time agreement. She, in fact, was
I guess old movies and
officers we have!" Jim Pay- the only person CCAB could
football games no longer hold
ette, whose firs t-time it is' find who was willing to debate
the key to a college student's
entertainment.
working with him stated , Schlaffly on the subject.
"He's a great man_;,
Each defended her case

Bu.rton 'returns honie' as

UNI police sergeant
Burton has been with Securby Diana L. Saunders
ity for three years in January.
On November 1, the NorthBefore that he worked as a
eastern Campus Police welcomed back Marshall Burton janitor for 1 ½ years at the old
Residential School for Girls ..
with the job of sergeant.
Burton's hobbies are danLast March 1, Burton asked
to be transfered to the Center cing (and when he answered
for Inner City Studies. •The ,· the questio"n he p'ut a little
'pnly thin£ ' ne- ' ~isses 'about ·wiggle into his stand), riding
CICS is " I miss the fact of not motorcycles, swimming and
basketball: ·
having to travel so far."
·Burton was contacted by
Burton also has a 14 year
mail about the opening in
Security as Sergeant, and was old \son, and when asked if he
interviewed with two other was a good father he smiled
'
':•,
people (Jack Baker was one of andsaid "Yes!"
When asked how it felt"to be
them).

0

Hunger.fast planne~

JOIN US,

for November -17

Thursday, Novembe~ ~7._ lor
a SPECIAL Thanksgivitt.g Feast
,
1·n the Cafeteria

On November 17, thousands slide presentation of Oxfam
of Americans will be doing projects with a discussion
something about world hun- following. Thursday is the day
ger. They will be going of t he fast and at the table,
without food to raise money broth will be served for those
for people in Africa, Asia and fasting. Also the donations
Latin America who are strug- will be collected. At 4:30 in
gling to become self-reliant. It Rm. CC-218 there will be an
will be done under the auspices ecumenical prayer service and
of Oxfam-American which is a at 7:30 in the · same room a ·
small, non-profit international discussion will be led by tow
agency that supports innova- ,.. peace corps workers who are in
tive self-help programs within between assignments.
the "third world."
Oxfam-America asks you to
Oxfam-America has no. reli- join the Fast .for a World
gious or political affiliations Harvest and do what you can.
and maintains no corporate Not everyone can save the
. ties. Its only means of. support world, but everyone could take_
comes from the private sector one day to feel some glimmer
through a yearly fast.
of what the world's hungry feel
At Northeastern, the fast is and help t hem as a result.
being organized by both the · If !!omeone is interested in
Catholic and Luther campus helping to organize the fast at
mini stries. Beginning this UNI then he or she should
Monday, a table display will stop by the Campus Ministry
be set-up in the Village office in Rm . 0-007 of the
Square. On Tuesday, at 1:30 in classroom building or call
Rm. CC-218. there will be a 583-4050 ext. 7_75.

. Oven Roasted Turkey
with Sage Dressing ·
. Fluffy Whipped Potatoes
or Candied Yams
Baked Acorn Squash,
Butt ered Peas or
Buttered Baby
Belgu·m Carrots
. Gi~let Gravy
. Cranberry sauce
. Pumpkin_or
Mi•n ce Meat Pie

ALL for ONLY SI.7S

.:.:::!!:-..:.,_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._
_
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"ISRAEL AND THE PALESTINIANS" - Students for
Israel is having its first lecture of a three-part series dealing with
some of the critical issues in the current Middle East crisis on
Tuesday, November 15 at 1:00 in CC215. Carlos Rizowy, a Ph.D.
student in Political Science at the University of Chicago, will
speak on the 1:alestinian question.

Reservations for the End of Semester SKI TRIP to RIB
MOUNTAIN are now being accepted in the Physical Education
Office. Make checks payable to Northeastern Illinois University.
A $10.00 deposit must accompany your reservation.
Total payment of $35.00 is due by Nov. 16, 1977. Trip includes
Bus transportation, two nights lodging, and two days lift tickets,
night lift tickets and a wine & cheese party are also included.

It is probably well known that the DEPARTMENT O1,i'
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION has a major which leads
to an elementary teaching certification. We also have -a major in
Early Childhood in a non teaching tract which prepares st udents
to work with children in positions oth~r than teaching.

JEWELERY-GEM-MINERAL SALE sponsored by ~e Earth
Science .Club. To be held the week of November 14 t hrough the
18th, from 10:00 to 3:00 in the Village Square. On sale will be
rings, necklaces, bracelets, .corals, amethyst, agates · and more,
drop by and support the Earth Science Clul,). .

I

TRILOBITES-SELENITE-BARITE: The Earth Science Club
will sponsor a field trip the weekend of November 18 to Missouri
to collect fossils and minerals. Cost will be around $10, for more
. information and to sign up call the ext. 737 or come to a meeting
on Thursday, Nov. 17 at 1:00 in-S-120.

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

~~~~~~

Attention All Students Interested In Special Education:
Student Council for Exceptional Children will hold a general
meeting on Nov. 15, at 1:00 p.m . in room 3056, classroom
building. Special guest speake~ will be Paul Shanyfelt, President
of Illinois Council for Exceptional Children. Topic of
discussion: Working with MR, Ld, & BD children. Everyone is
welcome!!! Don't Miss It!! !!!!!!!!!! !!!

CPA
REVIEW
(:Htl: A GO Loop

o., Phmies
81~ hland

_ The College Students For Children Services will be meeting
every Tuesday at 1:00 in room CLS2-081 , beginning November
15. All interested students are invited to share their experiences
and concerns regarding child care in the University and
· elsewhere, being student mot hers etc. COME JOIN US.

An Exceptional Children's Art Contest sponsored by SCEC
will decorate the Village Square sometime this ·· semester.
Applicants are children from the Chicagoland area enrolled in sp.
ed. ciasses. J _u dging of the exhibits will take place on Dec. 1.
A Bake Sale is scheduled for Nov. 22 in the Village Square
from 9 a .m . to 3 p.ni. Anyone interested in baking or selling the
goodies sign up at the next General Meeting. Proceeds will buy
prizes for the art contest.
Visit the POLISH STUDENT ALJ.,IANCE's exhibit at UNI's
International Day Fair on Thursday; Nov. 17th froni 9 a.m. to 4
P•lll• in Alumni Hall. The fair is open to the public, so bring a
friend and try some Polish pastries. Zobaczymy Sie!
WOMEN IN NON-TRADITIONAL CAREERS : GEOGRAPHY, the Brown Bag Seminar originally scheduled for
November 8 at 1 p.m., ' has been changed to No.vember 15,
Tuesday at 1 p.m. Guest speaker for the seminar will be Jane
Ratcliffe, formerly of t'he Geography Department at DePaul .
University, now working with Loyola University. Dr. Ratcliffe
has traveled extensively in Lati'it America ·and has used her
• training in geography to build an interesting career which
includes planning and leading educational trip to Latin America
for stQdents and others. The Seminar will be held in CC216.
Refreshments will be served. Everyone is welcome. Any
questions, .c all Women's Studies, ext . 423.

3 12-263-4952

312-299-5523
312-299-5523

COURSES BEGIN MAY 22 & NOV 21

_~:L ,,.

LU'

's"T"Jf~i"

f.t

rru rqr·

1/3 oFUSA

EARTH SCIENCE MAJORS AND OTHER EARTH'
SCIENCE PEOPLE: Get involved - use _your classroom
knowledge and enjoy, participate in Earth Science Club activities,
come along for the weekend trip to collect and enjoy!

The next General Meeting will be Nov. 15 in room 3-056 at 1 :00
p.m. A slide presentation will be given by Paul Shanyfelt on the
Special Education Coopertive Work Training Program for TMH,
EMH, and Socially Maladjusted Adolescents.

Ty;-;1

l

Professi~nal
IBM Selectric
677-7748

~-~><Q><..~'><Q>CQ>«:~

'·

Nurses

Ned,e~, . JOU could be on
.
a scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC two-year
scholarship pays your tuition
and gives you $100 a month
allowance . And it pic~s up the
tab for books and lab fees ,
as well .
After college, you 'll receive a
comm ission in the Air Force
.. . . go OJ1 to additional ,,sp'ecialized tra ining
a!;
you get your start as an Air
Force officer. There'll be
good pay and responsibility:
and lots of orher benefits ...
and a great opportun ity ·10·
serve you r country.
II all starts right here - in
college - ·in the Air Force
ROTC . .
, Call: Capt. Charles Denonn

312- 567-3525

r

•

On Sunday, NOVEMBER 13, at 7:00 p.m., PSICHI will be
meeting to discuss the business, goals, and plans for Winter 1978.
Some of the topics to be covered will be the electiop· of officers for
1978, induction of new members in January, and Peer Counseling.
Members will be receiving a form letter in the mail soon,
requesting information on schedules, availability, and interests.
The advantages of membership in a national honor society in
Psychology are many. Your participation, support and ideas are .
warmly ·invited.
We are pleased to announce that the program for the evening
(in addition to business) is titled "tMOTIONS IN OPERA."
DR. HUBERT DOLEZAL of the PSYCHOLOGY DEPART- '
MENT will be our guest speaker and will be playing a number of
arias from his private collection.
·
The meeting will take place at the home of one of our PSi CHI
officers. For more information please call or stop by· the
Psychology Office, Room S-313F, ext. 670.
The Greek Students Association will be holding a meeting on
Tuesday, November 15, 1977 to discuss the International Day
events planned. It will be held in the Commuter Center Room
NCC-214.
Spanish Salsa Band, LA SOLUCION will be performing on
Nov. 15, at 1:00. in the Auditorium. Brought to you by CCAB,_
admission is free.
\
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. This weeks ROLL-EM FILMS presentation features Charles
Bronson in DEATH WISH. Nov. 15 at 7:30 in the Auditorium'.
Admission is free with UNI ID and $2.00 without.
On Nov. 16 at 12:00 in the Unicom, CCAB UNICORN ·
MATINEE THEATER will present Bruce Lee in ENTER THE DRAGON. Admission is free.

o ··

Air f.orce ROTC

TOUHY TENNIS CLtJB will host COLLEGE NIGHT·
MIXED DOUBLES on Saturday, No.vember . 19th,
· 1O p.m-.-1 a.m. tn eddition to ten'nis there will be
Valleyball, Backgammon, Music and Da°ricing, and
refreshments . Cost is $12 per ·couple, $7 per •
person for tennis players; $3 per person for n·ontennls players.,. All of-the club's facilities will be
open t(! those attending. Calf 679-6788 for reservations. (Tennis shoes are required for tennis and
volleyball.)

JEWISH BOOK AND POS'j['ER SALE - Klal Yisroel is
having a book and poster. _sale on Tuesday, November 15 and
Wednesday, November 16 from · 10:00 - 2:00 in the. Village
Square. Great savings on all kinds of Jewish books plus a great
selection of Israeli art posters.

•

•

CCAB COFFEEHAUS presents TIM SARRO this week, on
Nov. 16 at 3:00 in the Unicom. Admission is free, and free coffee,
tea and munchies will be served.
On Nov. 17 at 7:30 in the Auditorium CCAB Concerts brings
you Rock and Roll with HARVY MANDEL and PENTWATER.
Admission is free with UNI ID, $4.00 without. Tickets are
available in the Box Office right now.

SKATEBOOGIE!IIII SKATEBOOGIEl!!I SKATEBOOGIEIII
Students, Faculty and Staff may now purchase tickets and enter
raffle to win a FREE PASS to SKATE}:IOOGIE In Office Annex
Nl, ext. 360 . .
THE BLACK HERITAGE CLUB OF NORTHEASTERN is
presenting ' a •Student/Staff/Faculty• SKATEBOOGIE at the
fabulous ROLLERENA• 103rd a.nd South Calumet Aven~e,
Monday, November 21 , 1977.
·
.
We'll skate from 9-12, then boogie to a ." SPANK" Contest til
1:00'. Yo.u don't have to skate to come and dig the fun! Fun! F.un!
THERE ARE THREE VACANCIES on the Search and
Screen Committee for director of Financial Aid. Any interested
students should contact Jim Payette in the Student Government
Office prior to November 21.

~9JJ_ _ _ _ __
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sucn restnct1ons would not
protests ' were not - founded. _ senate not make any further
· have been imposed if fo~.. was
Monteleone suggested that
appointments until the make. not a student. . , - ,
. :,
. ~Szapiro''s d~sir'e · to' '·have ~sfu·
up of the committee was
Anoth'er student ~represent· .' dents removed from the com·
completely changed.
ative, Edwin Davila, resigned '; mittee was based on vindictive
However, after much confufrom the committee~ for the
motTves oepau~e of-'l!is r~moval ' sion due to the presence of
same reas~n~, ac'cording to .his
from the chairman's position.
many new senators, the senate
:tesignation letter. .. ~ '> _ • He sa~d he felt the committee
voted to appoint. three new
The remaining student rep· ·"· wa§· acting properly and ·the
members.
resentative Frank Monteleone
senate should not remove
The next Student Senate
told the se~ate that he wished · · participation.
··
meeting will be Monday,
t.o remai~ -me~bei·; .;f - the ·'· ·•·After the motion was votetl
November 21 at 7 pm in Room
committee and that ·$zapiro's ··,.. a-own, · ·s zapfro . asked thaf the
CC-216.

Student Senate
(cont'd .from pa~e 1)
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Jacobo Szapiro tells Senate his side of Search and Screen · ·
controversy. [Photo by Diana Saunders.]
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Resunie W~rkshop to
be held Noveniher I 7
On November pth the
Society for Advancement of
Management will sponsor its
secoiid annual Resume Work·
shop in conjunction with Ms.
Gallagher from Career Serv·
ices.
Last spring we sponsored
the workshop in March en·
· abling graduates of April,
June and August to properly
prepare themselves for the job
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Flexible Program, & Hours

l ~~-

'Chere IS• difference!!!
2050 W. Devon
Chicago , Ill . 60645
(312) 764 5151
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SPRING, SUMMER, WINTER COMPACTS
MOST CLASSES START EIGHT WEEKS
PRIOR TO THE EXAM. ·STARTING SOON:
GRE-LSAT-GMAT-OCAT-CHRISTMAS MCAT
SAT
OTHER CENTERS CALL JOU FIIEE, 800-223.J782-
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TEST PAEPAAATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 193 8

_
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EDUCA TIONAL CENTER

=
-

CALL All -"I OUR•FRl'ENDS.I
TELL ~ TH EM JO 1/iU.IW.f

TO_THE 2nd ·ANNIJAL
.,~.;- INTERNATIONAL
_:,DAY FAIR : ~:, ::

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

f or Information Please Call , ·

'..

= ..

market. Many of the students resume.
were extremely -pleased· wfth '· ,.'fhe: workilhop 1 is opeir •to all .
the presentation and found it students not only business -and ,,~. . .= ""'·a little easier to then pro~eed man~ement majors an Tues· • ii
\iO. :'wil~') iHe'l.&m
lff)i1w t>1'~ theti-· :!11~~~ _. ~ <ry;ein_b'i!r 17'tit fi;om
' i ~smhe.
' ,, ' '" r.~ " ;/1 12: 00 ' P~M '.· "tintil 2':00 ' P .M. ·
Since the 't urnout . for . this . Bring- your lunch and have a ·.
event was promising the drink on us.

,.

-~~~J

I

Society for Advancement of
Management and Ms. Gallagh·
er thought it would be
advantageous to offer this
workshop again.
The format of the workshop
will essentially be the same.
Ms. Gallagher will ·presen t
sample resumes an'd· cover
letters plus answer.. any questions which you may need , to.
ask about your own personal ·

, MCAT •oiiP•ALsii~ a■aT 1§}:~t· &RE • OCAT • VAT • SAT
~:,
NMB I, 11, lll ·ECFM&·FLEX·· VQE
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,THURSDAY,,:M.OVEM,ER~:t7~~:1977

Centers in Maior US Cities.Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano) S~itzerland
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Airline Passenger•'
Screeners
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O'HARE AIRPORT
These are interesting and responsible positio ns available
immediately on all shifts for mature, · reliable individuals to
help us better serve passengers. If you 're a student seeking
part-time employment, retired and looking for work, or are
at least 18 years of age, a U.S. citizen with no criminal record
and ipterestcd in a career in the world's largest and busiest
airport , apply in person.

·
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For details, apply in perso,n:

AN_DY FRAIN, INC.

, S1cHTS-soUNDS-DEUCACIES
,·

OF .F.OREION ·o',.~UNTRIES
~

~-

·1221 N. LaSalle
Chicago, Ill. 60'6 I 0

( 312) 943-8989_
An Equal Opportu:nity E y 1ployer"m!f
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Keaton is -good
for 'Goodbar'
MR.
FOR
LOOKING
GOODBAR is a Sunday school
lesson for the slackers who •
have been living out lives of
hedonistic pleasure. It preaches its message loud and clear.
The salt of the ear th do not
frequent singles bars. So if you
do, don't be s ur prised if
something nasty happens.
Of cou rse, something nast y
and necessary happens to the
young woman who enters into
t hese forbidden places. And
t he director, Richard Brooks,
can almost be heard in the
blinking stroke light conclu·

sion going I told you so, I told
you so. Brooks uses t he 1975
Judith Rossner novel, which is
based on a true incident about
a New York school teacher,
and turns it into a pulpit to
preach out at t he immorality
of society in general but in
particular, the young.
This vigorous attack on the
wicked would not work as well
as it does without the presence
of Diane· Keato n . As an
actress, Keaton is im mediately
paired with Woody Allen and
hi s com edies. This attitude
will be mod ified in the

thinking of moviegoers after
they spend two hours and
twenty minutes with a t ruly
gifted actress. Keaton is on t he
screen in all the scenes but
one.
She comes across like apple
pie in an opium den . Yet,
beneath t h e outward inno·
cen ce, t h ere is a hard en ed
individual who wants what she
wants on. her own terms. The
· character has been changed
from the Rossner viewpoint by
Brooks who also wrote t he
screen p lay . She is still a n
accident waiting for a place to
happen but when it does, it is
more of a suprise to Terry
Dunn. The masocistic tenden·
cies t hat were manifested in
t he novel are severly toned
down.
T his makes Terr y D unn
more a victim of t he society
she is a part of, t han of own
self destructive urges. Brooks
has created a character t hat
teaches school for deaf children
in brig htly light classrooms
with plenty of shunshine by
day and , by night, occupies a
world of shadows, neon , and
casual couplings in dimly lit
bedrooms.
Alf t his shows is that
Brooks who in the past has
directed ~ IN COLD BLOOD,"
THE PROFESSIONALS,. ar.d
ELMER GANTRY is no t
trying to be subtle · in his
message. He does n 't want
anyone seated in the theatre to
' [Cont'd

o;.. page 7)

picture ·poll
by Cindy Ra•erty

What was
the best
concert
you've ever
seen?
Eileen Keating
F reshman :
Wings over America

.~, ~:~J

• ,.,.. ,1#-:J

Joe Starr
Sophomore-Physics:
Led Zeppelin

. .. ~-·i/J:,.
. /:;;i;~~
~
Ziyad Nather
,
Senior-Business :
Chicago Symphony

H you're thinking of inviting us· to lunch, _
skip November .17.
Thats the ·day of Oxfam-Ameri,ca's
Fourth Annual

FAST SUPPORTERS FOR 1977
Port1oll 1sl

Alis tair Cooke
Fronce~ Moore Lappe, author.
Food F,r st
,
Jeon Mo yer. President. Tuft s Lln1v.er s1ty
Fr. The od ore Hesb urgh, Presid ent.
University of Notre Dome
Horry Cho pin
Dr. George Wold . Nob el Laureate.
Pro fessor of Biolog y. Horvo rrJ
Robbi Henry Fieg mon. Exec . VP.
Synagogue Council of Amer,co
Le ster Brown. World Wa l ch Institu te
Mortin Mc l o ughlin, Overseas
Development Council
Richar.d D. La m m . Governor. Colorado
John W. Chand le r. President. Williams
College
Lillian and Dick Gregory
Fr. Rob er'! F. Drinon. US Representa tive.
Massachusetts
Collin Ganze . United Au to Work ers
Joe Collins. author. Food F,r st
Ea mon Brennon. New York Hosp1tol.
Cor nell Medical Center
Julian Bopd . State Senate. Georgia
Dr. Leo L. Beranek. Presid ent . Boston
Broadcasters. Inc
Louis Kone. Boston Partners
Joe Wray, Harvard School of Public
Health
Lo well P. Weic ker. Jr .. US Senator .
- Connecticut
J Joseph Gorrohy, Governor. Rhode
Island
Jomes Grant. Presidenl. Overs eas
Development Council
Allard Lo wenstein
How ard M. Metzenboum. US Senator.
Ohio
Bradford Morse. A<;iministrotor . United
Notions Development Program
Jennings Randolph, US Sena tor. West
V,rg1n10
M rs . Norman Rockw ell
Adlai E. Ste venson, Ill. US Senator .
lll1no1s
Jomes Thompson. Governor. lll1no1s
Howard Samuels
Peter Buttenwie ser
Andrew Young , US Ambassador to
UN
Marg aret Mead. Anthropologist
O roornzohons lis ted

to, ldenht1c ohon Purpose s

FAST FORA
WORLD HARVEST
l lungl' r 111 ,1v not bL' front }111 )-: L'
r~,·w s in \'our d,1ilv rwwsp,1p,·r , b u t
it i~ tL1).;IC rl',1litv in th l' livl's of LWL'r
c i)_;ht hu n drL'd ri1i ll io n t; L'llplc 1' T lw
l hrr l)_;l'r Crisis L"llntin u ,•s . Wl'
bl'lil' \' e the issue tif hunge r m u st _
bl' kept on our countrv's ,1gend,1 .
\V,,' v,'. fo u nd ll ll l' w,1v tll d ,r th is
is t,, st.111d wi th t hl' ~o rl d 's hu n grv
bv jlli n ing thou s ,111ds ll i fellow
/\meric,111 s in th l' s y mb\llic ,111d
p,·rs\ln,1I ,1d lli Listing.

Vickie Sarelas
Freshman-Psychology :
Crosby, St ills & Nash

Tlw 111\l ll l'V we wo ul d n rd i narilv
s pend f,1 r t"\lo d o n th ,1t dav we ~i ll
sen d t\l Oxf,1 111 - Am L~ri c,1 , ·t o support
t h e SL'l1-help ,fovch1pment dforts
P i people in th e p\lorcst Cll unt r ies of
Asi,1, /\fric,1 ,111d L,1ti n A nw ·r ic,1.
Oxi,1111 s upport s p rojects th ,1t
b rin g 111\lllL'V ,111d reso u rces d ircc tl v
to thl' pe,, p k . It is on e o f t h e few
in tl'rn ,1ti ,1 n,1I ,1ge n c ics th ,1t d oes n o t
seek governme n t iu n ds . It reli cs
so kl v u po n p riv ,1 k con tri buti o n s
to s u pp\l rt loc,1I initia t ives to c 1id
p,ivcrty cvervw h c rc . (A ll co n tri bu t io n s to Oxi,1111-A111L•ri ca ,Hl' t,1x
deductibil' .l
Th.i t' s whv we c:.111 ' t join v n u tor
lu n c h on i "h u rsd,1v Nuve ;11b c r 17.
W h v don ' t v,, u join us?

Brian Penny
Sophomore-Business:
Pink F loyd

PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cockta,ls
ct: ar -tr c:le d Guf lit,u r J(!"S
Ri b s • Ct<1 (:k cn • S t e3 k s

for more Information. contact:

U .N .I. C~mpu s M inis try Off ice
Rm . 0-007, ext. 775

RESTAURANT & PU B
8808 M ILWAUKEE Jl.. V,E .
Phon e 298 -21 0C
(co~ner M ilw 11uk e~ ~ 0 ·9mps ter)
'Z727 W . Ho .,._11 , d S1. 33& ·2 166
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'Goodbar'
(cont'd .from page 6)
I

miss the warning his film is
making and making. Nobody
likes to be preached at, so
Brooks decides to make his
case by promising and providing us with a lurid glimpse
into the wanton existance of
Terry Dunn.
Brooks plays with us. He
constantly toys with his
audience. Each lover has the
possibility of being the . one
that does in the victim. Every
male character is presented
with a few screws loose. Before
I can say that Brooks doesn't
even try to present a single
sympathetic male character, I
must say Brooks doesn't
present a single sympathetic
character of either sex.

I'm sure there must be good
decent human begins found in
a disco or a singles hangout,
but I couldn't prove that by
this movie.
' He uses a similar technique
in the rich fantasy scenes that
Keaton's character indulges.
She will drift off withou_t the
director letting us know and
afterwards it is the audience
who feels the guilt of not
recognizing the difference between what is really going on
and what is tucked away
inside Terry Dunn. This makes
us watch closer.
Another device which is
employed to keep the audi,
ence's attention is the inclusion of several scenes shot in

Chicago. Of course, a cute
maneuvre like this wouldn't be
effective in Lincoln, Nebraska,
but it sure works here at home.
The audience applauded when
they recognized Rush Street,
Marshall Fields State Street
store, and the BBC disco .
Even . the CT A rated comments.
The original story was set in
New York City and in this
movie verson it could be
Anywhere Big City, USA, but
with the inclusion of the
e~teriors of Chicago we know
better. The warm-up jacket,
Terry Dunn's father wears
reads Notre Dame. Brooks is
pointing a finger ~ a decadent
Second City and the message

Diane Keaton in a scene Crom Paramount Pictures' "Looking For
Mr. Goodbar."
is made even stronger when
you find yourself viewing the
picture at the Esquire Theatre
in the heart of the Rush Street

area.
LOOKING
FOR
MR.
GOODBAR warns us not to
frequent singles bars. It also
includes a further guideline. If
you do make a habit of visiting
these places, do not, repeat, do
not pick up a m;m who has
just had a fight with his
boyfriend.
Rich'.ard Brooks has summoned up . an outstanding
performance from Diane Keaton and that is enough to
recommend
the
picture.
Brooks has taken liberites with
the story: the Terry Dunn he
. wrote wouldn't recognize Mr.
· Goodbar if she found him and
if she did, she wouldn 't _know
what to do with him.
_
Rex Reed has been quoted
as saying of Diane Keaton,
"If"she doesn't win an Oscar,
there is no God!" All that
really proves is if Keaton
doesn't win the Oscar, then
God doesn 't watch movies.

Spanish
Danee
tonight
The E)nsemble Espanol will
be presenting "SPANISH
DANGE IN CONCERT" on
. Friday November 11 at 8: 00
pm and Saturday November
-12 at 10:30 am. The company
consists of 12 dancers who will
be presenting dances in Folkloric, Classical, and Flamenco
styles.
Featured in the concert will
. be soloists: Karen Stelling,
and Alfredo Correa . .The other
dancers
include:
Libby
O'Hagen: Vida Bitinas; An·
drea Vigliove; ~Sue Martin;
Mirna Maldonado; Rafael
Figueroa; Roberto Puig: and
Sergio Bahamondes, and the
artistic director Libby Komaiko Flemming.
General Admission will be
$3.50, Senior Citizens and
children under 12 $2.00, UNI
students will be admitted free
of charge: Group rates are
available. For information and
ticket reservations please call
583-4050, ext. 666.
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IF YOU'RE DEAD-SET
AGAINST A
KNUCKLE-BUSTER*
SEEARTCARVED'S'
NEW FASHION
COLLECTION.

RING DAY
SPECIALS
.- TRADITIONAL
SILADIUM ® RING

Regular Price

$ 85.00

ONLY
$59.9_5

Man's Traditional Ring

I

•

FREE
Genuine
Gemstone
~egular $10.00 Value

t .. -3

-~Ollli n;~ Ecishion.,Jiji)i ·
NEW FOR;WOMEN ,"I.

·.
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NEW FOR MEN . We' re introduc ing three Fzishion College Rings
,.;

ior men thzit mzike J new college jewelry -st,itement.
They're bo ld, contemporary designs thzi t go wi th' todziy's liiestyles.

NEW FOR WOMEN . We're introducing thrPe new
Fzishion College Rings ior women to give you J choice oi ten.
They're feminine, smaller in sc zil e, -contemporziry
designs thzit go with the kind oi c.;lothes you wezir tod ziy.

*P.S. Knu ckle-busters zi re our
thing, too. We've got one oi the biggi ·
selections of tradition zi l ovzil rings
zi nd we love them. Ii trzidition is vour
wziy, see our collection.
·

RI N G D~~
·

at the
.

,

Col legejewelryby

.JI RTQI RVED

lf RlQ1RVED RING DAY.
That's when t. he Ar!Carved represe ntati ve will he he re
to help you select yo ur custom-made co llege jewelry.
It's also the day yo u can charge yo ur Ar tCarved
college jewelry on Maste.r Cha.rge or BankAmerica rd.

Thzit 's when the ArtCzirved represent.hive will be here
to help you select you r ring. You can charge your ArtCzirved ring
on Master Chzi~ge or BzinkAmericzi rd .

B(l)K NOOK

.

Wo,ld-lamo"' fo, dl; mood aod weddlog ,log .

PLACE: Vilt.AGE SQUARE ,
TIME: 9-3, Tu.es. 5-7,
'

.

DATE: NOV. 14, 15,
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i --by John Stepal
if we would run guts again,
but Andy Kotis and Sampson \
Tuesday, November 1
We missed our layup drill _ came ·through with elute~
today, so we had to run again. jumpers with just 14 seconds
remaining on the clock.
About six sprints and three
J
Sampson, by the way, is
guts this time, and I can't say
_
trying
to
give
me
some
I blame Gary for making us do
shooting pointers. I know I
them, either. Some guys on the
need them. When I got into
team try to "stuff" or "hot
t he scrimmage today, I made a
dog" layup!:!, and one of t hese
brilliant move to get around
· days, all hell is going to break
my
man and then proceed to
loose if somebody tries to
throw
up an air ball. Another
showboat one and misses.
one of my great three minute
Today, however, our proscrimmages.
blem was the jump shots from
the free throw line. In order to
Thursday
bypass running, we have to
Prior to today's scrimmage,
Pia y alumni tonight
sink twenty consecutive lay- ·Gary told me it would be my
ups froin five different spots
last. It wasn't because of my
on the floor, and then make erratic performances (that may
fivi! jumpers from the foul li~e
have been part of it, but it
all within · 14 minutes. Th; wasn't the primary .reason, I
gymnastics team should have
hope), but rather that Tuesbeen practicing to Foreigner's
day's scrimmage had been
" Cold as Ice, " because that's
cancelled. And since this was
what we were.
by Dick Quagliano
our last scrimmage before our
Today I had my best
Northeastern 's basketball
last · game on the 12th, it
scrimmage since joining the
team opens their 1977-78
figured to be my last.
team. I know that's not saying
campaign tonight with their
The scrimmage started out
much, but I got in for seven
traditional game against the
great for us. We took an early
minutes, which was about ten
Alumni. Tip-off is at 7:30 p.m.
twelve point lead on the
minutes more than any preThis yea r 's team boasts
strength of our defense, but as
vious time. I made a ten-footthree returning · starters from.
the half wore on, we stopped
er , got hammered going in for
last year's 17-13 team. The
moving .the ball around and let
a layup, and made, (that's
three seniors were all top
our opponents tie us up at
right, made) a layup at the
scorers last year, and are
half. Needless to say, we
buzzer. Briars dido 't seem too
expected to lead the Golden
weren 't shooting well, either.
thrilled, but I'm not going to
Eagle attack. They are forward
We were down by about ten
let -up next time and he'll have
Sam Clark, who averaged 15
when Gary put me in. It took
no choice but to be impressed.
points last year, Laman Monme about fifteen seconds to get
- - Wednesday
dine, a 5 '9" guard and
my first foul, as I let a man go
Gary had a team meeting
All-Conference player last year
right around nie and score for
today and announced that he's
who averaged 18.8 ppg., and
a three ~point play. -I NEVER
going to cut the squad to
do that.
Tyrone Rutus, a 6'7" center
fifteen people. Some pretty
who a~eraged 16.5 ppg. Rutus,
The game quic~ly turned
good players are going to be
who has been all-Conference in
into a rout. I committed two
cut, and I have to feel sorry for
his first three years, is
more fouls before the end of
them. They've been · working
expected to be the "nucleus of
the game, and I never got a
hard since prac t ice began,
our success, " according to
chance to shoot. We lost the
and here I ain, gallivanting in
Head Coach Doug DeVincent.
scrimmage 105-72, but I had
and taking their practice time.
According to DeVincent, Carl
no complaints. I played about
But then, I'm not getting
Nowack, a junior guard and
seven minutes , and that 's
much playing time myself.
returning letterman, and Lenmore than some other guys.
Tomorrow we have a scrimard Robertson; ll 6'4" junior
Briars is predicting a 14-4
mage. For most of the guys
forward, should round out the
season_· this year, and . if t he
it's very impor t an t, since
team works hard and conBriars is going to cut the
tinues to play good defense,
squad on Friday . For me,
they have an excellent chance
though, it 's a chance to prove
to make it. It 's a good thing
my self ag ainst competition ,
I'm not on JV, or else the team
and,_based on recent. performwould have an excellent chance
ances, I have a lot of proving
of gofng 4-14. I guess I'll stick ,
to do.
.
to writing.
_ John Sampson was the hero
• Until baseball starts, anyof practice today. It looked as
way.

-i~~... /iL_.. -: ·

',

. Experience afactor in
<;agers ' con/erenee hopes

r

......................

starting lineup.
Others to see much playing
· time are Bill Dorrington, Paul
"Bruno" Everett, and Pete
Shimao.
The ·Golden Eagles have an
interesting situation developing this season. T_h ey have
three ballplayers who will 'not
become eligible until mid-season. According to Coach
DeVincent, " If we had these
three for the whole season we'd
be tough," The three transfer
students will · not be eligible
due to NAIA rules which
stipulate that transfer students from four year colleges
must sit out one full year.
DeVincent anticipates their
return, especially Tom Rowan
who will help. out - at the
forward position which Coach
DeVincent deems " Hurting.'; .,
A reason for :the problems at ,,;
forward is the loss of Kevin
Lewis. "Lewis . would have
started", and would _ have
helped," said DeVincent.
Ano't her pr~blem for the

-
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T~nniswomen
end season

by Kathy DiGaudio
Northeastern 's women's tennis team finished their season
with a victory over De Paul for
the second time this year. This
brought their season record to
8 wins and 7 losses.
The team faces a very high
level of competition all year ,
an~ fared we~l considering
~e1r schedule. f-lopefully, by
next season, there will be a
conference established which
·woul~ give the team a mere
tanglible goal.
Individual records are as
.- .f~llows: Larua Zwolfer 3-6,
• Lori. Franco. 4·9, Kathy DiGaudio - 6-8, Mimi Keefe 5-9
. · _Laura Wasik 10-4, Michell;
Foley 6-8; !Jessie Koushoukos
2-7, Mary Joyce 0-4, and

.

: ·sleep Shop- _.i

*:+

Golden Eagles is their schedule. " We've added. teams such
as McKendee , Wisconsin ,
Whitewater, and Western Illinois to go with Grand Vallev
State (NAIA national semi- finals), Wisconsin-Green Bay
(NOAA Division II Powerhouse), and our own Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic Conference which promises to be
very competitive," says DeVincent.
A final problem for this
year's team il$ the fact that out
of the · first fifteen games ,
fourteen of them will be on the
road. This is due to the limited
facilities at UNI. DeVincent
says, " For us to have a good
~m '!e _must have a winning •
perceritlitge during those first
fifteep' gmpes. ''

[.Phot.o ;,·

,;._. ~ukoN'9bi_o-1:
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For Sale: Baby Furnishing: Green
Tweed Bilt-Rite Carriage, pad and
net, Simmons Oak Crib, mattress,
sheets and pad, G.E. food tray,
Hankscraft sterilizer & bottles, .
Hedstrom walker-bouncer-rocker,
Sears ·fold-up stroller. All in excellent condition. Call: 761-0268.
FOR SALE: ~5ed Olympis . 35 MM
Camera
Full auto $95.00 Call Steve· at x.
250 between 12:00-4:00
FOR, SALE: FT 350 EDIPHONE 6
string-acoustic guitar 2 years old,
$130.00 Call Steve at 25p between
12:00-4:00

FOR SALE: 1970 Ford Wagon, best
offer $350.00 or $300.00. Runs great.
Its color red. Best offer. Call, in
School. To office, Thank you, Gisela
Lafontaine.

-- - ----------- - -

FOR SALE: 1972 Honda 50cc 5611560, 334-6771 or 878-9213
FOR SALE: 1973 Vega 850.00/offer
878-9213, 561-1560, 334-6771

.

.

FOR SALE: 1975 Honda $900.00
400cc very good condition 334-6771,
561-1560, 878-9213

lor sale

1956 Oldsmobile 88. 350 engine.
Good condition. Ideal for restoring.
$550 or offer. Call 935-3905 or 5835921.
J_!- ~i~ _ZJ lJ. '!_8 !. ~ !.. ~ ~3.:_5~ ~1
FOR SALE: Portable G.E. Stereo.
Bought for $65.00, will sell for $20.00
Modern Mediterranean Style Sofa,
86", $175.00 Kodak Instamatic X-15.
Sells for $15.86, will sell for $7.00.
Child's die ·c ast metal, 75 power microscope set, $3.00. Bicycle rack,
$3.00, and other misc, items. Call
825-2577 after 4:30 p.m.

.

• FOR SALE: l 967 Chevelle needs body work. $500.00 or best offer. Call 582-1943, 6-8 p.m. weekday~
only.

- - ---- -- --- - --- -

lor rent

1'

TO: Harpo, Lord of High, Ruler of
Closbigh Kingdom
While you're at it, you'd better establish diplomatic relations with the
Kristian Kingdom of Kimball. It is a
power to be reckoned with.
Regina et Rex
Magistrae coadjaturae
Khristian Kingdom of Kimball

------ ----------

To "The McVicker Kid1' ,
SUBLET Dec. 1, 1977 to Aug. 31,
11/10/76 was the first time I met
you at Barnaby's. Remember? It has
1978 (9 months). Roger's Park, one
bedroom apartment, east & west · been a whole year. It is hard to believe. Your disposition is still as
facing windows, 1 block from the
friendly as before. Stay just the way
lake (east of Sheridan), laundry fa.
you are.
cilities in building, short walk to
Guess Who.
Howard "L". Nice landlord but no
pets allowed. $170 per month (you
pay electricity). Same amount for se- To Donna,
curity deposit. Call 274-4193 or 539I like you and would like to get to4769 late afternoon or evening. __ _ gether ~ometime.
J.T.
Tired living at home& We need
two persons, men or women to help
DearL,
lease a house. If interested call
Yes, G.I.S.P. has been very busy
Bruce at 674-3118 after 7:00 p.m .. lately.
------- -------from The Golden Flute

----------------

---------------

tutor
Private Tutor. Certified English
teacher available for help in any
form of writing problems. Reasonable rates. 299-7409'THANK YOU

personals .
Marge,
,
Thanks for the dinner and cleaning the villa and also for teaching me
to dance.
•Love Bula

To 'Golden Flute,
Here is the personal I said I would
write.
·
Frank
BOOM-BOOM,
A'int It Great To Be Crazy .. . . . . .
T.G.

Dear Uanny,
To the first guy I ever liked, and
hope you that you like me. I don't
kriow what else to say, I just hope
you like this little note:
Love always, M.~.
TO OUR BIG SISTERS:
We hope you enjoy the Hen Party
as much as we'll enjoy giving it to
you.
/
Love, Your Pledges

Richard:
I cannot "fully describe to you how
happy I am to read your PRINTed
voice. It almost comes to me like a '
candle in the darkness, lighting the
Richard:
way for one unfamiliar with the
It seems to me that the "contact"
path. I cannot ask you to lead, but
here at UNI is certainly limited, but ·
merely hope that you will hold the
if all of us were simply more aware
candle steady. Thanks for being
of each other's presence the entire
process would. be much easier. Maythere when I needed you most. Keep
be we do need some form of organthe candle burning!
ization. Keep in touch.
Shylo
Shylo
GORDY,
DebZ,
As basketball season starts, I
Hope you had as great a time on
hope to see you and all the majorthe walk out as I did. Make any baettes doing your routines. You add
con lately???? Thanks for driving.
more class to the game.
Love Barb
POLI. SCI.PAL
Dear Carol D.,
, Please tell Sarge not to attack me
next time. He really gets to the
point, doesn't he?
from the Golden Flute

Jolene,
If you ever show that picture to
anyone I will KILL you! At least
show it to me first!!!!!
Bula

To Boom:Boom,
To The Close Friend of "GISP"
Things will turn out all right in
I seem to have a hard time recallyour life, just give it time. And the ing the wonderful experience you
Dear G.I.S.P.,
best will always come through.
· spoke of in last week's print. Why
Why do they call you G.I.S.P.? I
Bionic Lips don't you meet me in front of the
am looking forward to the 20th and
music annex today, Friday at 11:00
being with·you.
or 1:00 and we can talk about it.
.,
Boula,
from The Golden Flute
G.I.S.P.
When can I see that neat underP.S. I think anyone who would
wear?
Dear John Henry,
S.G. stoop so low as to write something
You have been a great big brother
like that must surely be deranged.
to me these past 19 years.
from The Golden Flute Ordep,
It takes one strong guy to keep on T.K.E. Little Sisters,
Hear your walkout was a riot,
driving when seven drunken men
To Patty,
well our Beer Blast will be even betsinging
Chicago
tunes
off
key.
ConLife gets better as the weeks go
ter. See you Saturday.
gratulations.
by.
Sven
Sven
Bionic Lips

----

- - - - - - - ·- - - -

--------------~

---------------

---------------

---------------

--- - ----------- -,---------------

Thesfflart waytogo to school.
/

RTAs .New
Route 89.
Thesnap
course to your
courses at
Northeastern.
Here 's how to make it in ti me
for Psych and Bio w hile you
even study enroute . Just p ick
up our new R1A bus route 89,
w hich provides service
between Northeastern U. and
Evanston via Lincolnwood and
Skokie . To get to school just
catch the b us along Crawford/
- Pulaski or Church Street. we ·11
take you ri ght to the camp us
on Bryn Maw r.
Of course , an important
factor that makes our w ay· so
inte lligent is the cost: only 50
cents. For another 1O cents you
can buy a Tran sfer good for
RTA connecting routes as w ell
as CTA serv ices .
If you 'd li ke to further your
t ransportat ion educat ion, get a ~
map and timetable from the · . ~
Information Center.

"'Regional
d

I get arOUn • · ·

Transportation
Authority

·i ,

Vt

, .
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Dear Little Mouse,
Thank you for the personal l got
from you. I know it came from deep
inside. I LOVE YOU.
Love R.
P.S. Thank you for Friday.
Dear G.I.S.P.
You do not know how lucky you
are to have such a charming, and attractive person who cares about
you. HANG ON TO HER.
A very good and close FRIEND
To Donnj\ & Maria,
How's school going? Remember
the time when ... well, we won't discu11s it here in the Print. Anyway,
how's the airport job and the community job coming along? Well, see
you next week.
signed Gerk With

Tovarich Jordan,
• You should be so lucky as to have
your birthday fall on the most important day in the history of the proletariat. You lucky dog!!!
Your Comrads in MARX, Keepers
of the faith
TO The Illu!jtrious Dr. Jordan
Greetings and salutations on this
anniversary of the day of your birth.
T.M.&D.C.
TO THE BLOND IN THE PRINT
WITH THE LUCIOUS BODY,
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO
HAVE YOU?
SHY AND HANDSOME

To_ErinW.
TO THE TERRIFIC BASSOON June:
These past Tuesdays have been
Next time you play a witch on .
PLAYER!
Eventhough no one else thinks e- very interesting, even if I didn't buy Bozo circus let me know so I can run
nough of your talent to acknowledge the text. Also, talking with you and home to watch it. Remember this is
it, I do. You sounded better Nov. 7 your honesty is helping me to realize only a beginning to something big,
maybe a nose. And when your big
than I've ever heard you. YOU'VE many things. You are appreciated!
vegetable sharer star and you need a body guard you
GOT
WHAT
IT
TAKES
TO
MAKE
lg,
can call on me and my JUDO skills.
We told you to take swimming IT, NOW DO IT! Stand up for yourClark Gable:
Don't forget us little people.
self,
because
as
it
is
plainly
obvious,
trunks down to Carbondale!
Your starring role will soon e- .
Signed the Little People
no
one
else
is
going
to
give
you
the
S.G.
merge!!!
sign to. Believe in yourself 'cause
To the King of the World and Court
everyone else is too busy with themDover,
TO: The King of Fargonia
Composer:
selves
to
believe
in
you.
YOU
I had a great time, hope you did
I really must object to the t itle
Don't you k(no)w that P.S. comes
too. Jogging was great. Keep your WERE THE BEST, BE PROUD!
you generally use, sir. Surely, you after your signature? Failure to
A
Concerned
Human
Being
chin up because all the important
must realize that "King of. the ·comply with the above grammatical
people still think you're ·a really
World" is a bit presumptuous and procedure will result in both of you
To
whom
it
may
concern,
great kid.
This is no joke. Let's be serious rather a flagrant denial of the sover- making extended tours in New JerLove ya ME!!!!
sey.
about what we are doing here. What eignty of other hands of state.
Regina
·
Court Jester
are we doing here?
/
BILL PRETZER,
Khristian Kingdom of Kimball
P.S. Kim is the Best. (This is ·correct
Milton
N.
.
'
f
~)•
How about taking a lift with me
use of P.S.)
in the morning?
To Jim T. (Band),
·'
Your Fan Club · Dover, '
Here's a Personal just .for yoti. I J ust a big "THANK YOU" to Mr.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
No matter what others 'Ilight do,
enjoyed
our conversation last ' Fri- D.· Voegtle and Mr. D. Redd for a
I'm
still
your
friend.
TOt.M.
Sven . day- afternoon and .still . hope to see terrific production of an equally terWELCOME TO THE MA "Oh G'cid" .
.
rific script. Thank you for allowing
q
• ,r • ;; : -~•
CHINE"
my person to participate in such
Nobility of Fargonia:
SANDMAN
Let it be kn(ow)n tliat as of 11/577,
· ;m ev~n.t 1., Thank goodness I took
Chris will be known as the 'Court J.J.D:,
.
Children's Theater Workshop this
TO THE WILD ONE
Such .charm, such charispia, s.uch trim~§tE:t \Do I get my "A" now?) ·
Soothsayer, for soothing us after we
Have fun in the mountains. I hear didn't go to SA YERsville. Elastic LIPS! 'You're' so TALL; too! But em .;J t.•'i•
...
that you're good in the snow.
no'ugh flattery. when am ( 'g~urg"' to
Paper Clips for Everybody.
PETE
.
· ,.
King of the World get to be with y~u again?
, ,~NP<W~ing . . . Know of any g<><?<i
Little Sisters,
YOUR LOVE
"opportunities?" .
Had a great time on the walk out. Harpo, High Lord Ruler of Closbigh
"You !!an call me Johnny"
Thanks a lot, hope we can do it a- Kingdon:
To Scott,
gain!
Detelfte is only needed between
Your tennis and card playing
Love Barb enemies, and our oly enemies are could use some improvement, but CONHow are Sam Stud and Mike
non-looney people, so High and all your sense of humor is excellent.
Magoo,
Macho? Hav~n•t seen them around.
The Humble One
the rest.
Run into anyone interesting lateJust Kidding
Kinit of the World
ly????
Holy Trinity,
Bless me Trin for I have
committed a Sin. Please bless and
tell so I don't go to Hell.
Reho the Sinner

I

- --------------

SUNSHINE GIRL:
ALL THE LOVE I HA VE FOR
YOU CAN ONLY BE DESCRIBED
BY ONE WORD: LIMITLESS!
LOVING YOU HAS BROUGHT A
NEW MEANING 1TO LIFE.
i
tiger pants
What happened to your personal
message that sh.ould have been
printed this week, Charlie Brown?
Hmmmm, Charlie 1Brown, hmmmm?
I got all 303 of mink printed. HA!
'
Love, Lucy

----- -- 7 - -- ----

Monica,
I
You're beautif41! How about a
date? I guess I'm shy too.
Signed, Blue, iBionde, and Curly
-

-

-

-

-

-

_

_

j_

_

-

-

-- -

-

To CarolR.
You're the most beautiful girl I
know. How's your neck doing.
signed Henry
1-

-- -

-

-

-

Thank goodness for STAGEPLAYERS AND ALL THEIR EXTREME TALENT!!!!
your president ... thanks
Lips,
Only t he Best for the Best.
Your One a nd Only Patty
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DEAR HOBBIT,
HOW ABOU T S TROLLING
THRU ANOTHER MUD PUDDLE?
IT ADDS SUCH A TOUCH TO
YOUR JE ANS.

\
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Gridders lose to
Central State

sports ·
.I

•

'Mike Rogers (61) lunges to block a Central State kick. [Photo by Diana Saunders]

Gymnasts '100% better'
skills. Hopefully, Sue's expe' "How will our team do this
year? Just great! This year's rience and optimism combined
team shows more ability than with Vi's organizational power
we've had in the last. three can give the team what they
years. We're 100% better than need to succeed this year.
The team operates on two
last year."
levels:
intermediate and beginSo were t he words of Sue
Alderson, who ·in addition to ning. This yea!'.'s roster inbeing assistant coach of the cludes five returning intermeWomen ' s Gymnastic Team , diate gymnasts : Lynn Hitchwill compete. Vi Johnson, in cock, Colleen Flaherty, Maria
her first year as coach, Pershing, Bessie Kouchoµkos,
·certainly is not playing the and Sue Alderson. Also on this
role of rookie, at least not level is freshman Linda ·unfrom my ob servations. She . thank, who part icipated in
stresses t h e importance of high school gymnastics. ·Their
concentration, commitment, experience should not only
and the ability to be open to prove vital to the team in meet
new experience, as she hurries competition, but is also giving
around the gym .leading the the beginners incentive. The
team in warm-ups, checking beginning squad consists of:
equipment for safety, and also Jan Nerovich, Irene Hopkins,
trying to make sure that Joyce Furczyk, Kathy Koril,
knowledgeable spotters are Susan Ziemba, Cindy Zaban,
available to give them added Michelle Fol.ey, and Olga
confidence to develop new Delgrande.

The season opens next
week. If practices are any clue
as to what the girls will
demonstrate at meet time,
they appear to be ready .
Practice sessions average three
hours a day, five days a week,
for such desireable results as
timing, balance, and agility.
Competition is provided in
four events: Floor Exercises,
Horse Vault, Uneven Parallel
Bars, and Balance Beam. All
of the events involve a certain
'risk' factor. The floor exercises alone look like they could
b reak every b one in on e ' s
body.
Circle will host t he first
meet for UNI and George
Williams College on November
16th. Competition will strictly
be on the intermediate level
this time. A victory does not
appear to be too far out of
reach for Northeastern.

-------------■-
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SAVE 5%.

on ALL Purchases in the
Cafeteria, Golden Eagles
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on the play.
by John Stepal
Although the Eagles were
For the first time this
down by 28 points, a seemingseason, Northeastern played
an opponent a g ainst whom . ly insurmountable lead considering UNI only managed
they had no chance. Down 28-0
five first downs ( two by
at halftime to Central State of
penalty) in the first half, they
Ohio last Saturday, the Golden
did not give up. North Eagles shut out the Marauders
eastern's dynamic duo; defensin the second half, and lost by a
ive tackles Bemis Lester and
28-0 score. Although UNI was
Jim D' Antonio, collaborated
outplayed by the Ohio team,
for an interception on State's
the game was closer than the
first posses.sion , as Lester
final score indicated.
rushed the Marauder quarterOnce again the defense
back with such intensity that
played well, as only two of
all D 'Antonio lfad to do was
Central State's four touchreach up for the errant _pass.
downs came after sustained
And
even though UNI had to
drives. The other two Maraudpunt, this set . up our first
er TDs were set up by
score, as CSU was forced to
interceptions, one which was
punt inside their ten yard line.
returned for a 50 yard
Lester blocked the punt out of
touchdown, while the other
the end zone foi; a safety to
was brought back 39 yds. to
make it 28-2.
the UNI one. Outside of their
Northeastern put together a
two scoring marches, however,
drive of their own for the
the Marauders had trouble
game's final score in the fourth
moving the ball, partly bequarter. The crucial play of the
cause of Northeastern's dedrive was a recept ion by
fense and partly because of the
Derrick Berymon on the
unbelievable amount of 19
Maral!der 31 on a fourth and
penalties for 225 yards assessnine play. Bob Falk, who
ed against them.
rushed for 74 yards and needs
Central State was stopped
just forty to reach the 1000
on their possl!'s sion by • Ed
mark, caught an 11 yd. scoring
Miklasz's interception, but
pass and also the conversion to
they wasted no time on their
account
for the final . score of
next series, ripping through
28-10.
Northeastern's defense in sevUNI, now 5-4, hosts Illinois
en plays . for a 73 yd. drive,
Beneclictine tomorrow at Luculminated in a 2 yard TD run.
ther North at 1:30. Beriedic Quart_e rback Bo b Perlowski,
ine is Nort heastern's most
playing his last game as an
bitter rival, as there is no love
Eagle, was yanked in favor of
lost
between the two teams.
John Ireland in the second
The game is a homecoming of
quarter, but this move proved
sorts, as the contesti~ the
to be ineffective, as his first
Eagle's first since October 8. It
pass was intercep t ed and
is also the last game for
returned for the Marauders'
seniors Mike Donatucci, Doug
second touchdown. On both of
Johnson, Bill Pretzer, Dan
Central State's int erceptions ,
Cocco, Bob Falk, John ManIreland's intended receiver was
chester, Dan Howe, Bemis
blanketed by t wo defenders,
Lester, and Joe Zdziebko.
but on this one he was hit as
Considering all this, how can
he threw. On second t hought,
you
possibly pass up the
blasted is a better descript ion
game?
of what happened to Ireland

'The_y also serve'

Joe Z not put-off by
urigla1norous role

I
I
'I
I

by JohnStepal
Of all the foot ball players on
this ye_ar's team, the one who
does not come immediately to
mind is J oe Zdziebko. (don't

let the name scare you . It's
p ro nounced Zeb-co . Soun d s
like a department store, does. n 't it?) J oe has the distinction

I
I

ofbeingtheonly player onthe
team who has not start ed in
fo~:eear: ight t h ink ' that
Zdziebko is either very pat ient
or very crazy for being on the
team for that long without
s t a r ting, but Joe doesn ' t
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defensive posit ion. Unfortuna tely for Joe, . none of them
very often, however. Zdziebko,
one
might to
think,
would'complahave a
tenrlenr.v
become

tent. He might, except for one
thing - the specialty teams.
· Joe currently plays only on
the kickoff team, but last year
proudly points to the fact that
he led the specialty team
tackles with 13. The reason he
isn't on the other speciaity
teams t his year · is because,
well, even Joe doesn't know
why .
S aturday' s gam e against
Benedictine marks Joe's last
and although he is regretful of
not starting t he p ast fou r
years, he is looking forward to
t he game the same as everybody else. Unless one ·team
rolls up the score, it is unlikely
he will see any action, except
for the specialty teams.
Just t he way it has been the
last four years .

